1 As Carol Meyers, "The Hannah Narrative in Feminist Perspective," in Joseph E. Coleson and Victor H. Matthews (eds.) , "Go to the Land I Will Show You": Studies in Honor of Dwight W. Young (Eisenbrauns, 1996) , 120, points out, Hannah's name is referenced more than any other characters in the scriptural unit 1 Sam 1:1-2:21. She is referenced fourteen times, versus Elkanah (eight times), Samuel (three times), and Eli (ten times). For additional evidence of Hannah's active role in the narrative, see Ibid., [121] [122] a is nonaligned with its statement that Hannah worshipped the Lord in Shiloh (after presenting Samuel to Eli). These and other readings concerning Hannah are not the result of mechanical or textual variants caused by putative scribal errors, although such variants are common in this narrative.
3 Rather, each of the three texts has distinguishable ideological or theological elements that are demonstrative of parallel editions.
The three witnesses' variant understandings of Hannah and her position in the cultic setting of the narrative are manifest in the texts' explicatory pluses, deviations of divine names, variant details regarding the temple system, contextual clarifications, peculiar words and expressions, chronological sequence differences, anachronistic details or inconsistencies, style differences, and deviating nomistic terms.
